
Design and Technology RM Product Design Project – Woodies Linkage Toy (Year 7) 

Progression 
Pathway 

In this D&T project you have demonstrated the skills highlighted below:- 

7-9 Conducted a range of research into wood and wooden toys, there is excellent evidence of understanding the 
content produced and student has fully analysed a range of existing products, as well as client needs. 
Shows an excellent understanding of design using the combination method to produce 6 or more, creative, 
initial design ideas that are fully rendered and annotated. 
Shows an excellent understanding of sketching techniques and has correctly presented ideas in the plan and 
front view as well as presenting final ideas in an isometric (3 dimensional drawing). 
Demonstrates an excellent understanding of safety having worked well with a range of tools, materials, 
equipment and components without incident.  
Is able to accurately measure and mark out work, using the correct equipment to great accuracy. 
Electronic aspect of product functions as expected and all soldering is well executed. 
Final product shows you have problem solved when making and changed your design where necessary , it is 
very well made and shows a high degree of accuracy and creativity with a range additional features added. 

6-8 Conducted research into wood and wooden toys, there is very good evidence of understanding the content 
produced and good analysis of the products using ACCESS FM. 
Shows very good understanding of design using the combination method and has produced 4-5 initial ideas 
and a final design idea that shows a very good level of creativity, annotation and rendering. 
Shows a very good level of understanding regarding sketching techniques and almost always presents ideas in 
a specific format (orthographic or isometric).  
Demonstrates good understanding regarding safety with tools machinery and equipment, requires no 
additional supervision beyond that which is necessary. 
Shows a very good ability to measure and mark out work and always uses correct equipment, a few issues 
relating to accuracy exist. 
Final product shows you have problem solved when making and changed your design where necessary, 
product is complete, all parts produced and are of a good quality in terms of accuracy, some additional 
features added. 
Electronic aspect of product functions but soldering is of a poor quality. 

5-7 Conducted research into wood and wooden toys, there is good evidence of understanding the content 
produced and good analysis of the products using ACCESS FM. 
Shows good understanding of design using the combination method and has produced 3-4 initial ideas and a 
final design idea that shows a good level of creativity, annotation and rendering. 
Shows a good level of understanding regarding sketching techniques and almost always presents ideas in a 
specific format (orthographic or isometric).  
Is of a very little concern with regards to safety with tools machinery and equipment, requires little additional 
supervision. 
Shows a good ability to measure and mark out work and almost always uses correct equipment. 
Final product almost complete, some parts produced and are of a good quality in terms of accuracy no 
additional features added. 
Electronic aspect of product functions but soldering is of a poor quality / required support to make function. 

4-6 Conducted research into wood and wooden toys, there is good evidence of understanding the content 
produced and some analysis of the products using aspects of ACCESS FM. 
Shows some understanding of design using the combination method and has produced two initial ideas and a 
final design idea that shows some creativity, annotation and rendering. 
Shows some understanding of sketching techniques and often presents ideas in a specific format 
(orthographic or isometric).  
Is of a little concern with regards to safety with tools machinery and equipment, requires some additional 
supervision. 
Shows some ability to measure and mark out work and often uses correct equipment. 
Final product mostly complete, most parts produced, parts are of a good quality in terms of accuracy. 
Electronic aspect of product functions intermittently (e.g. 2 LEDs work most of the time). 

3-5 Conducted research into wood and wooden toys, there is some good evidence of understanding the content 
produced. 
Shows some understanding of design using the combination method and has produced an initial idea and a 
final design idea that shows some creativity, annotation and rendering. 
Shows some understanding of sketching techniques but rarely presented ideas in a specific format 
(orthographic or isometric)  
Is of concern with regards to safety with tools machinery and equipment requires direct (1:1) supervision. 
Shows little ability measure and mark out work and sometimes uses incorrect equipment. 
Final product incomplete, some parts produced with some accuracy. 
Electronic aspect of product functions intermittently (e.g. 1 LED only works occasionally). 
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2-4 

Conducted research into wood and wooden toys, there is some evidence of understanding the content 
produced. 
Shows little understanding of design using the combination method and has produced only a final design idea 
that shows little creativity, annotation and or rendering. 
Shows little understanding of sketching techniques and has not presented ideas in a specific format 
(orthographic or isometric)  
Is of concern with regards to safety and has occasionally failed to work safely with tools machinery and 
equipment without direct (1:1) supervision. 
Shows very little ability measure and mark out work and often uses incorrect equipment. 
Final product incomplete, few parts produced. 
Electronic aspect of product fails to function. 

 
 

1-3 

Conducted research into wood and wooden toys but there is little evidence of understanding the content 
produced. 
Shows very little understanding of design using the combination method and has produced only a final design 
idea that shows little if any creativity, annotation and or rendering. 
Shows very little understanding of sketching techniques and has not presented ideas in a specific format 
(orthographic or isometric)  
Is of concern with regards to safety and has repeatedly failed to work safely with tools machinery and 
equipment without direct (1:1) supervision. 
Shows very little ability measure and mark out work and often uses incorrect equipment. 
Final product incomplete, very few if any parts produced. 
Electronic aspect of product fails to function or does not exist. 

 


